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- **WRPS** achieved 1 million hour mark without lost time on October 31, 2008.
- **CH2M HILL** achieved 1 million hours without a lost time injury on July 11, 2008.
- **BNI** achieved 6.68 million work hours without a lost time accident through November 30, 2008 – 355 days. The CY 2008 year-to-date LWD case rate is zero.
Waste Treatment Plant

High Level Waste
86% Design
21% Construction
43% Overall Complete

Low Activity Waste
95% Design
63% Construction
71% Overall Complete

Balance of Facilities
75% Design
64% Construction
51% Overall Complete

Pretreatment
67% Design
25% Construction
39% Overall Complete

Analytical Lab
91% Design
55% Construction
43% Overall Complete
Employees check out the Pretreatment Engineering Plant ultrafilter recirculation pump control panels.

Employees work on the upper level of the Pretreatment Engineering Platform. The upper level contains the pulse jet mixers, samplers, instrumentation, and ventilation valving.

Pretreatment Engineering Platform ultrafilter pulse pots and valves provide the ability to back pulse the ultrafilters to maintain flow.
A team of workers is busy decontaminating the condenser room at the 242-A Evaporator. The work follows a major upgrade to the facility.